
Fashion Training by Kris Ramsey 

Basic Jewelry Pieces 

* Statement or Conversation Necklace 

* Foundation Necklace 
* Pendant 
* Hoop Earring 
* Bracelet(s) 
* Diamond or Pearl earring 
* Pearls!!! 

 

Bonus items!!!Belts either skinny/wide, shoes…black and a neutral 

skin colored shoe, scarf, layering tanks/camis 
 

    Figure Flattering Tips 

1. Fabrics.  Wool or cotton is more forgiving of bumps or bulges.  Watch out for clingy 

fabrics! Wear more texture where you want/need more enhancements. 

2. Find your best fit.  Body skimming…not too tight!!  Also not too big!!  Either way 

will make you look larger.  Fit the widest part of your body is best…then alter the rest.  

Pants focus on hips and thighs, tops the shoulders.  

3. Proportion.  If going to do a flowy piece, offset with a more form fitting piece.  

Don’t flow from head to toe!!  You will look bigger if blousy on top and bottom! 

4. Use color and print.  Dark appear slimmer.  Bright shades play them up.  Larger 

pattern tends to look best on fuller figures.  Smaller prints for petite frames!! 

5.  Accessories!!!  Nude hue shoe will elongate the leg and make calve and ankles 

appear smaller.  Belt if you have a waist.  (Wider for a longer torso, skinnier for a shorter one.) 

6.  Jean Jacket is a must this season.  Not too boxy, fitted at waist.  Medium to 

dark in color.  Length to hit your hip bone.  Long sleeve hitting at wrist.  Have a collar on 

it for more classic look. 

7. Jeans…pockets to make fuller bottom.  Centered between seams.  Bottom of pocket 

should be above the crease where bottom meets leg.  Waist should be 2 fingers below 

bellybutton to prevent “muffin top”.   
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Boutique Inspired Collection 
Definition of Boutique: a small store selling fashionable clothes or accessories 

Steps to creating your boutique collection: 
1. Spread all your jewelry out on a table/bed etc. 

2. Put like items together based on color, texture, tone 

3. Place like items in one tray 

4. Repeat until you have all the items together in like trays 

5. Earrings, bracelets that are chunky can go in separate trays 
 

Start having Fun with Fashion & with your Collection of Premier Designs 

Jewelry!  
1. Look at the fashion magazines Read them over and over until you realize the trends that 

are happening.  

2. Pinterest is your best friend Search jewelry, fashion, boutiques etc. to get yourself 

familiar with the looks  

3. Have your Collection ready to go at all times!!  

4. Develop your Style Look and show it when you are out and about. Especially when you 

are being the jewelry lady. You are a fashion expert and style specialist!!  
 

Wardrobe/Closet Makeovers 
1. Make your own closet over first!! If you don’t have it, you can’t give it away!! (meaning 

you have to have the skills to do this before you can do for others)  

2. Pull your favorite items you love to wear. The items that make you feel good.  

3. Build around those items using the 7 Basic pieces of clothing  

4. Develop your Basic Jewelry Wardrobe for these pieces  

5. Use the 7 basic jewelry pieces to build your wardrobe.  

6. Add bonus items!! The belts, scarfs, shoes, layering items  

 

7 Basic Pieces of Clothing (You can create at least 20 different looks with these basic 

pieces!)  

* Black Dress/Solid color Dress     * Jacket             * Pants  

* Blouse/top/shirt                            * Cardigan  

* Jeans…dark better                       * White blouse 


